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ABSTRACT 

The need to secure communications is critical for militaries and has offered an ad-
vantage in battle across history for those who do it well. The advent of new tech-
nologies offers ways of securing information, which appears impenetrable by the 
standards of their era, and this is true today. Quantum computing seems to provide 
a variety of benefits in defense applications, including protecting communications 
and the ability to decrypt information protected by some of today’s encryption stan-
dards. While it is tempting to focus on investing heavily in quantum communications 
with the promise that this technology offers in securing communications, it would 
be foolish to ignore the human elements. This article brings historical parallels that 
offer insights into the potential weaknesses of heavy investment and application 
of this technology. Historical examples (specifically the experience of the Germans 
in World War II with their Enigma encryption machines) show that even the most 
capable encryption systems can be made ineffective by human error or laziness. 
Any investment by the defense community into quantum communications must be 
matched by an equal focus on developing a workforce that is more capable of prop-
erly handling and managing those systems, or the investment may be in vain. That 
investment should include improved cybersecurity training across the workforce and 
increased focus on Cybersecurity at Professional Military Education waypoints for 
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leaders.  With these steps, the Department of De-
fense (DoD) may be able to avoid the mistakes of 
previous generations who relied too much on the 
promises of technology without shoring up the frag-
ile humans who were essential to making that tech-
nology ultimately successful.  

INTRODUCTION 

The advantage in warfare often lies with those 
leaders who can communicate plans and mes-
sages to their forces rapidly, consistently, and 
securely. A further advantage lies with those 

who can penetrate, disrupt, or manipulate the com-
munications of their adversaries. This is particularly 
true in the modern era of great power competition, 
where major international players have the resourc-
es and technological savvy to reasonably attempt to 
do both. Interestingly, emerging technologies hold 
the potential to secure communications in ways that 
are impenetrable by today’s standards. Conversely, 
these same technologies can potentially render cur-
rent encryption used by individuals and organizations 
around the world completely transparent. The driver 
behind this potential communications revolution is 
the promise of quantum computing and communica-
tions incorporating the unique properties of quantum 
physics. This technology has attracted the attention 
of many governments due to the potential benefits of 
securing their communications, the dangers of hav-
ing their data decrypted by adversarial quantum com-
puters, and the potential to do the same to their ad-
versaries.1 Although several years away from being a 
feasible technology to impact national security efforts, 
it is time to begin preparing for its arrival. A close 
examination of military history shows that relying on 
technical advances alone to secure communications is 
foolish. However, tomorrow’s U.S. defense sector can 
avoid past mistakes by accounting for the human ele-
ment in communications security. 
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The U.S. Defense Science Board identified three 
areas of quantum technology that hold particular in-
terest for the Department of Defense (DoD): quantum 
communications, quantum computing, and quan-
tum sensing.2 Of particular interest is the arrival of 
quantum communications and encryption, offering 
offensive and defensive implications for future com-
munications security. The U.S. is leaping ahead to re-
search and develop quantum technologies, doubling 
the government investment between 2019 and 2021 
and hovering at nearly $1 billion annually since then.3 
As with any new technology, there is a risk of focus-
ing too much on the technology itself and ignoring 
the users who will ultimately implement or use it. It 
is critical to pair future communications and cyber 
systems with improved training and education of per-
sonnel. While quantum communications offer a more 
secure means to pass information, and quantum com-
puting provides the potential for leaps in encryption 
and decryption capabilities, human factors remain a 
constant threat to even the most secure technology. 

DISCUSSION
The advances offered by quantum technologies have 

historical analogs that can provide insight into how 
they may impact national security. Militaries have 
been trying to intercept and decode the communica-
tions of their rivals since antiquity. Encryption is one 
common way to protect information. It is the process 
of transforming a form of otherwise readable data 
(or “plaintext”) into a form that obscures the origi-
nal meaning of the data (or “ciphertext”) to prevent 
it from being known or used without a special piece 
of information (or “key”) which can be applied to turn 
the data back into a readable form.4 In antiquity, the 
Spartans invented a device for message encryption 
called a scytale, which may have been used to obscure 
the meaning of communications from adversaries.5 
Efforts to encrypt information more securely contin-
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ued in states around the world, with various societies developing manual cryptographic 
means of securing communications up to the dawn of the industrial age.6 WWII saw the 
application of industrial organization and machinery to the task of protecting and acquiring 
communications. Today’s encryption methods vary in technique and strength of protection 
but generally break into asymmetric and symmetric encryption. Asymmetric encryption 
(commonly referred to as public key cryptography) is a method that uses two separate keys 
to exchange data, with one encrypting the data and one decrypting the data.7 The alternative 
is symmetric cryptography, which uses the same secret key for encrypting the data being 
sent and for reversing that encryption by the receiver).8 The information advantage gained 
by breaking into the secure communications of an opponent can provide militaries with a de-
fining factor in the success or failure of achieving its objectives.9 It is critical, therefore, that 
the U.S. continues the task of breaking encrypted communications while fiercely protecting 
its own against capable adversaries. This requires the adoption and employment of innova-
tions, including quantum technology, in defense of U.S. information and communications 
and an offensive means to intercept and understand the communications of adversaries. 
With the re-emergence of Great Power competition, the need for secure communications is 
increasingly pressing.10,11  

Currently, secure military communications employ a series of countermeasures to ensure 
they are not intercepted or read by others. Frequency hopping is one method, referring to 
wireless communications that rapidly and randomly change the frequency they are trans-
mitting and receiving to avoid interception.12 A portion of a message may be intercepted, but 
not enough to be useful. Encryption, another method for securing communications, scram-
bles a message in a way that makes it mathematically improbable that an adversary could 
unscramble the message in a reasonable or helpful amount of time without the "key" for de-
crypting it.13 Both of these methodologies are commercially available and employed by U.S. 
forces but remain challenging for most militaries to implement.

Russian forces have been notorious for communicating "in the clear" during their invasion 
of Ukraine in 2022. Their failure to use encryption or frequency hopping for their military 
communications has left the world with access to snippets of some of the most intimate bat-
tlefield communications. Failure to use existing communications security measures stems 
from a lack of capable systems in the Russian military at the operational and tactical levels 
and a failure of training on how to employ them properly. These security failures allowed 
Ukrainian forces to intercept and act on Russian radio communications.14 At the same time, 
foreign observers gained insights into Russian tactics and operational struggles.15 Commu-
nications security based on state-of-the-art technological methodologies means little when 
personnel employing them are incapable of doing so or are unwilling to do so correctly.

Quantum technologies have defensive, zero-trust implications for communications security   
through quantum key distribution (QKD).16 
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In QKD, an encryption key is transmitted between the two communicating parties in the 
form of quantum particles called photons. As a result of the quantum nature of these 
particles, any eavesdropper who intercepts them will, in principle, necessarily leave a 
signature on the data stream itself; if the protocol is implemented properly, then it is 
physically impossible to observe the photons without modifying them in a way.17 

QKD is currently a difficult task, limited by the need for a quantum channel to allow the 
exchange of photons and restricted by distance for quantum channels built using existing 
ground-based fiber optic technology,18 but it provides an interesting alternative that is attrac-
tive to many working in industries or agencies requiring secure communications.

Quantum computing also offers a tool with more offensive uses. Standard computers today 
use "bits" of information composed of a string of binary characters that can either be "1" 
or "0." Quantum computers harness properties of quantum physics to store and transmit 
information in "qubits." Instead of reducing information to binary forms, qubits have four 
different possible positions at any given time. This allows quantum computers to rapidly run 
special algorithms and perform select functions that take standard computers thousands of 
years in a matter of days or hours.19 This could lead to a shift from hackers trying to bypass 
cryptologic systems to hackers leveraging quantum capabilities to attack the system itself.20 

While current encryption methods employed by the government and military are secure, 
the potential for hackers to attack the system rather than merely bypass it is still concerning 
and will need to be addressed. Quantum key distribution and quantum computing represent 
extraordinary technological advances that have the potential for significant impacts on com-
munications security.

Even amid what may seem like unprecedented times, there are significant echoes of a 
previous era of Great Power competition and communications security. In WWI, the rise of 
radio-based wireless communication significantly increased communication speed, but seri-
ous security flaws were associated with its use. Skilled radio operators could intercept these 
communications, using positional data to find transmitters and either read messages in the 
clear or manually decrypt them. The Germans suffered for their insecure communications in 
the naval battles of the Pacific, where their losses could at least be partially placed at the feet 
of insecure communications.21 This was an example of poor technical security, with opera-
tors transmitting in ways that could be intercepted due to a lack of technological capability to 
encrypt or protect that information adequately. Furthermore, it also demonstrates the human 
failures of the operators, who were not taking appropriate steps to obscure communications 
using simple tools available in that era.

In the years leading up to WWII, technological innovations in electrical communication 
and mechanical engineering allowed the Axis powers to improve their communications 
technology, taking advantage of the increased speed and security.22 At the start of WWII, 
the Germans made a concerted effort to adopt a range of emerging technologies to improve 
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their communications. The incorporation of radio, the Enigma machine to secure messages 
with front-line troops, and the even more secure and faster Lorenz machine for high-level 
messages all drastically changed the pace and security of their communications.23,24 German 
capitalization on the speed offered by electronic communications tools, including Enigma, 
was pivotal in their early Blitzkrieg campaigns. It allowed them to coordinate the masses of 
troops enabled by industrialization across a large front while maintaining a blistering pace 
of warfare.25 While keen to seize the technological edge, the Germans were also highly secu-
rity conscious and became early adopters of modern communications security protocols and 
encryption methods.26 

As part of their security efforts, the Germans adopted the Enigma code machine for em-
ployment in military operations.27 When used properly, the Enigma offered 150 quintillion 
distinct ways to set it up to encode a message. In an age before modern computers, this 
should have rendered it practically unbreakable to anyone trying to snoop.28,29 The ma-
chine was revolutionary and created tremendous difficulty for the Allied war effort since 
code-breaking consumed enormous amounts of British and American resources. Breaking 
the code eventually occurred with the help of some of the most brilliant minds of the time 
from Poland, the United Kingdom, and the U.S30 Successful harnessing of the intellectual 
capital of their nations was a pivotal element to Allied success. However, more was needed 
to beat the Enigma system.

A major contributing factor in breaking the Enigma code was consistent human error by 
well-trained and highly skilled German Enigma operators.31 Simple mistakes (like failing to 
completely switch out the coded wheels that adjusted the encryption, typing repetitive mes-
sages, and encoding messages in both old and new settings) proved critical shortcomings 
that allowed Allied cryptanalysts to ultimately penetrate Enigma. The technological promise 
of completely secure communications had lured operators into a false sense of security. If no 
one could break this code, why put so much effort into the surrounding security protocols 
and practices? The human factor of the operators succumbing to natural tendencies to take 
shortcuts while underestimating the impact of failure to adhere to established protocols. All 
these factors are amplified in times of conflict, when extreme fatigue, stress, and grueling 
mental workloads wear away at the finer elements of human precision.32 Sometimes, it makes 
little sense to spend time breaking codes when you can bypass them altogether through the 
system's weakest link.

Contrasting the painstaking labor by the Allies to break Axis codes, Italian agents relied 
on the laziness of physical security protocols at Allied embassies to acquire cipher books 
and decrypted communications.33 Terrible security protocols in vetting employees allowed 
Italian agents to penetrate U.S. embassies and gain access to office spaces after hours. Once 
inside, the embassy security protocols (when followed) were ridiculously simple to overcome. 
Keys were unsecured, documents were left out in the open, and safes required no more 
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than a screwdriver to remove a back panel. These relaxed security procedures all went to 
aid Italian agents. The best encryption methods in the world could be easily bypassed by 
exploiting human laziness and error. In this instance, those tendencies provided a wealth of 
information to Axis forces. German leaders like Field Marshall Erwin Rommel were able to 
conduct their early campaigns with a wealth of information that it was like "… a gambler, but 
one who could read the other player's cards."34 These types of errors are not a thing that we 
can toss into the dustbin of history, as something that was solely a flaw of another generation.

Just as Germany capitalized on emerging advances in information security presented by 
mechanical encryption, the U.S. is investing in its emerging technologies. The U.S. has com-
pleted a significant amount of work to prepare for quantum technologies on the technical 
side of the issue. Since 2019, the U.S. government has spent over $2.5B on quantum re-
search and development.35 This investment resulted in notable achievements, including the 
announcement in July 2022 by the U.S. Department of Commerce's National Institute of Stan-
dards and Technology (NIST) that it had selected some of the first tools designed specifically 
to withstand quantum decryption.36 This is a major technical step toward communications 
security in the post-quantum world, but more is needed.

In the decades following the Cold War, the U.S. has primarily fought against non-state 
adversaries who have not enjoyed the sophisticated communications capabilities states can 
field. This has led to a sense of invulnerability, which contributed to embarrassing commu-
nications security failures- like when Iraqi insurgents hacked military unmanned aerial sys-
tem data feeds.37 It is tempting to believe that our military forces and populations, in general, 
have evolved from the kind of human error that proved fatal to the brilliance of the Enigma 
in WWII. It would be unwise to do so. The threats posed to secure military communications 
continue to be substantial and will likely be exacerbated by technological advances. The Peo-
ple's Republic of China (PRC) has listed quantum computing as one of the technologies they 
are pursuing to seize the "technological high ground." The contemporary battlefield is al-
ready seeing the application of advanced technology that will significantly impact communi-
cations in modern warfare.38,39 The advances in quantum communications and quantum key 
distribution offer the allure of making communications so secure that they are practically 
unbreakable with the current technology.40,41 These advances can also work against the U.S.  

It is plausible that soon, aggressors will be able to use quantum computing tools to attack 
U.S. communications in novel ways while also using technology like quantum computing to 
fortify their communications against U.S. penetration.42 Technology is not the only solution; 
its advantage is often fleeting and rarely as dominant as first perceived.43 Any pursuit of 
a technological solution to the problem of employing quantum technologies to protect U.S. 
data or to defeat adversary communications security needs to incorporate the human design 
element of cybersecurity. The most advanced technologies in the hands of someone who mis-
handles it can be undermined by their actions.
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Human error remains a significant attack surface for communications penetration. Every 
year, millions of dollars are invested worldwide in sophisticated cyberattacks, painstakingly 
built off of millions of lines of precise coding. Many of these attacks rely on human error to gain 
their fatal foothold. Spearfishing, failing to update systems, and weak passwords contribute 
to a substantial number of successful attacks.44,45 A 2014 study by IBM found that across 130 
countries, over 95 percent of all cybersecurity incidents could be traced back to human error at 
some point.46 The report showed that these errors included misconfiguration of systems (like 
with the Enigma wheels), poor patch management (similar to German operators failing to up-
date their codes), bad passwords, and poor control of devices (reminiscent of the poor embassy 
security exploited by the Italians). A 2022 white paper by Mandiant discussed human error's 
impact on a cyberattacks success. It noted that poor training of employees contributed to their 
seeming inability to stop making security mistakes that left their organizations open to pen-
etration.47 Any system that emerges based on quantum computing must be designed to guard 
against human errors that can render it vulnerable on either end of the communications link.

Communications protected by quantum technologies are more resistant to interception at-
tempts and decryption, but must still be transferred onto a computer for the end user to con-
sume. This remains vulnerable to hacking or attacks that could reveal the “secured” informa-
tion.48 Securing the technical middle, without securing the human operators on either end, 
ignores the broadest surface for communications penetration. Human error remains a primary 
contributing factor to the penetration of communications security protocols in the cyber do-
main, and there is little evidence to suggest that the trend will change. 

Despite large amounts of time and resources applied to cybersecurity, DoD currently strug-
gles to maintain cybersecurity across one of the largest workforces of any organization on the 
planet.49,50 The Federal government spends over $100 billion annually on cyber and informa-
tion technology investments.51 Even with this level of investment, in 2019, the Government 
Accountability Office revealed over 28,000 reported cybersecurity incidents.52 While not every 
incident will be the critical error that unleashes the adversaries waiting in the shadows, the 
sheer scale of the problem increases the risk it poses to DoD. The DoD is massive, with millions 
of personnel needing to access systems at different levels and for other purposes.53 Further-
more, diverse backgrounds and educational experiences make it difficult to adopt and imple-
ment sweeping policies effectively. An officer falls for a spearfishing attack; a soldier or sailor 
leaves their credentials somewhere by accident; a janitor at a facility finds a thumb drive and 
pops it into a machine to see who owns it; a tired field operator fails to properly execute all of 
the security protocols for their communications device. These problems will not abate with the 
emergence of quantum computing. 

Current levels of cybersecurity training for DoD members fall well short of where they should 
be despite its prominence in strategic guidance documents. The 2018 DoD Cyber Strategy lists 
four objectives. Two of those, defending U.S. critical infrastructure from cyberattacks and  
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protecting DoD information and systems from cyber threats, demand a greater level of training 
and education in the general user population.54 The strategy also identifies the importance of 
cultivating a more robust cybersecurity culture within the larger workforce and the value of 
providing training for personnel on cyber topics.55 In cultivating this cyber-proficient work-
force, more effort should be expended on raising the general level of cyber awareness among 
non-IT professionals. These personnel play a critical role in maintaining the security of infor-
mation systems.

The annual DoD-mandated cybersecurity training provides little more than a baseline of 
"what not to do." Improved training should discuss actual threat actors and real compromises 
and provide tactics, techniques, and procedures for adversaries. Better training would provide 
users with case studies highlighting why training is so relevant and how adversaries seek to 
undermine their security. Building upon the foundation of the annual cyber awareness train-
ing allows training to progress to more complicated and nuanced issues. Training must also be 
supplemented with more general education on cyber topics as DoD members progress in their 
careers. While some courses on cyber topics are available at the Naval Postgraduate School, 
Army War College, and Air Force Institute of Technology, there is room for improvement.56,57 
Updated rigorous cyber course requirements at each Professional Military Education check-
point throughout a career are an easy way to improve the cyber-savvy of leaders across the 
joint force.58 A mix of improved training and better education of leaders would go a long way to-
ward addressing the human side of information security risks. Nurturing a cyber security-ori-
ented joint force will pave the way to reduced risks associated with implementing quantum 
communications systems within DoD. 

CONCLUSION
While investing in cutting-edge technology is important, the U.S. must apply historical les-

sons about human vulnerability to its future communications security efforts. People are capa-
ble of amazing things, but innate traits are also often the weak link in the chain of communi-
cations security. Though failure and accidents will always be a part of technological systems, 
they must be designed to minimize the chance of error, dull the allure of laziness, and antici-
pate the friction of war, which could lead to security-compromising behaviors. By embracing 
the hard-won lessons of WWII and evolving them to apply to the advances of the modern era, 
the U.S. national security enterprise and DoD can position itself on the road to success in the 
communications security battles of the future.  

DISCLAIMER
The views and opinions expressed herein are those of the authors, alone, and do not neces-

sarily reflect the official policy or position of the United States Marine Corps, the Department 
of Defense, the U.S. Intelligence Community, or the U.S. Government.
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